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Pacific Gas and Electric Company 77 Beale Street, Room1451
P.O. Box 770000
San Francisco, CA 94177
415/973-4684
Fax 415/973-2313

Gregory M. Rueger

Senior Vice President and
General Manager
Nuclear Power Generation

December 17, 1993

PG&E Letter No. DCL-93-284

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
Final List of RG 1.97 Exceptions and Bases
Identified by PG&E's RG 1.97 Review Project

Gentlemen:

PG&E Letter DCL-93-040, dated February 17, 1993, provided the bases for
exceptions identified by the PG&E's Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.97 Review
Project, and included information regarding the acceptability of the
signal isolation provided by the reactor coolant system temperature
selector switch on the dedicated shutdown panel. The letter also
requested:

(1) NRC review and acceptance of various plant-specific exceptions
from Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.97 that had been documented by PG&E's
RG 1.97 Review Project, and

(2) NRC concurrence with two positions that formed the bases for
limiting the scope of the review project.

Enclosure 6 of this letter provides additional exceptions identified by
the project since Letter DCL-93-040 was submitted. Enclosure 7 of this
letter identifies additional clarifications. These are instances where
the installed configuration for particular instrumentation at Diablo
Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) does not deviate from RG 1.97 requirements,
but does differ from how PG&E described the instrumentation in previous
correspondence with the NRC. Finally, to augment the discussion of the
exception associated with our modification of the containment isolation
valve "white light" position monitoring system, Enclosure 8 provides
additional information to describe the existing design of this system,
and how the existing design will be modified.

For ease of NRC review, we have made this letter a "stand-alone"
submittal. That is, we have reproduced Enclosures 1 through 5 from
Letter DCL-93-040 as Enclosures 1 through 5 of this letter with only
minor, nonsubstantive changes (described below). This letter then has
three additional enclosures. The contents of the eight enclosures are
as follows:
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PG&E Letter No. DCL-93-284 December 17, 1993

1.0 Previousl Acce ted Exce tions

2.0

Enclosure 1 is reproduced verbatim from Letter DCL-93-040 and contains
exceptions that were identified and accepted by the NRC either in
Supplement No. 31 to the Diablo Canyon Safety Evaluation Report, or in
the Inspection Report from the NRC's 1988 audit of RG 1.97
implementation. This was the first of three broad categories of
exceptions that PG&E identified at the November 19, 1992, meeting
between PG&E representatives and NRC personnel in Rockville, Naryland.

Pr eviousl Identified Exce tions

3.0

Enclosure 2 is reproduced verbatim from Letter DCL-93-040 and contains
items from the second category of exceptions that were presented at the
meeting on November 19, 1992. These "previously identified" items were
exceptions that had been discussed, either specifically or in general,
at an earlier (December 18, 1991) meeting between PG&E and NRC. The
previous discussions had indicated that the bases for these three items
were acceptable.

New Exce tions

Enclosure 3 is reproduced verbatim from Letter DCL-93-040 and contains
items from the third category of exceptions that were discussed at the
November 19, 1992, meeting. These exceptions were two items that had
not been previously discussed, but for which we believed there were
sufficient technical bases,to conclude that the design was acceptable
as-is.

4.0 Switches Used as Isolators —RCS Tem erature Selector Switch on PDS

Panel

Enclosure 4 is reproduced from Letter DCL-93-040 and provides
information related to the acceptability, with respect to signal
isolation, of the reactor coolant system temperature selector switch on
the dedicated shutdown panel. This information was provided to clarify
some of the discussions at the November 19 meeting. (There are three
minor changes in this enclosure from the information presented in Letter
DCL-93-040. First, the variables of concern, reactor coolant system
wide range hot and cold leg temperature, have recently been redesignated
as Type A variables; i.e., PG&E Instrument Class IBAl (see Enclosure 7,
Section 7.2). Second, a parenthetical insert has been added to refer
the reader to Enclosure 7, Section 7.3, where there is additional
information concerning the environmental qualification of the subject
switch for postulated high energy line break accidents outside
containment. Third, the number of the figure has been changed from
Figure 1 to Figure 4-1. This change is intended to prevent confusion
with new figures (Figures 8-1 and 8-2) provided in Enclosure 8 of this
letter.)
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PG&E Letter No. DCL-93-284 - 3- December 17, 1993

5.0 Conformance Clarifications

6.0

Enclosure 5 is reproduced verbatim from Letter DCL-93-040 and provides
two positions that were also part of PG&E's presentation at the
November 19 meeting. The first pertains to ANSI/ANS Standard 4.5-1980;
the second pertains to historical sub-component gA documentation. These
positions provided the bases for limiting the scope of our review in
these areas. PG&E Letter DCL-93-040 requested NRC concurrence with
these positions.

Final RG 1.97 Review Pro 'ect Exce tion Items

Enclosure 6 contains additional exceptions identified by the project
since Letter DCL-93-040 was submitted. PG&E believes that the technical
bases for these exceptions are technically justified.

Enclosure 6 includes the exception that is associated with our selected
alternative design modification to the containment isolation valve
"white light" position monitoring system. This design modification and
the associated exception were discussed with NRR personnel via telephone
on December 1, 1993; there was mutual agreement that this was a
reasonable and acceptable approach for resolving the issues associated
with this system. (Enclosure 8 provides additional information to
describe the existing design of this system, and how the existing design
will be modified.)

Finally, Enclosure 6 also contains clarifying information regarding a
long-term enhancement described in a previous PG&E submittal, PG&E

Letter DCL-92-031, dated February 7, 1992. The enhancement is to
eventually upgrade the process control racks at DCPP. PG&E does not
intend to implement this enhancement in the foreseeable future, but may
consider implementation at some later date, based on economic
considerations.

7.0 Additional Clarifications

8.0

Enclosure 7 contains certain additional clarifications. These are
instances where the installed configuration for particulat
instrumentation at DCPP does not deviate from RG 1.97 requirements, but
does differ from how PG&E has described the instrumentation in previous
correspondence with the NRC.

Overview of Desi n 'U rade for Containment Isolation Valve "White Li ht"
Position Nonitorin S stem

Enclosure 8 provides an overview of PG&E's selected alternative for
upgrading the design of the containment isolation valve "white light"
position monitoring system. As mentioned above, this design
modification and the associated exception were discussed favorably with
NRR personnel via telephone on December 1, 1993. Enclosure 8 describes
both the existing design of this system and how the existing design will
be modified. Enclosure 8 also describes what constitutes a "containment
isolation valve" for purposes of conforming with RG 1.97. (Only the
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PGEE Letter No. DCL-93-284 December 17, 1993

valves that are considered to be RG 1.97 containment isolation valves
will be provided with position monitoring instrumentation that meets
RG 1.97 Category 1 criteria.)

Our discussions with NRC personnel have indicated that the NRC's review of
Letter DCL-93-040 was favorable. PGIIE requests NRC review and acceptance of
the exceptions and bases information contained in Enclosures 2, 3, and 6, and
NRC concurrence with Enclosures 5, 7, and 8.

The RG 1.97 Review Project will be substantially completed by the end of this
year . The final report for the project is being prepared and will be
submitted by December 31, 1993, as previously scheduled.

Sincerely,

V
Grego y M. Rueger

cc: Bobby H. Faulkenberry
Ann P. Hodgdon (w/o enc.)
Mary H,. Miller
Sheri R. Peterson
CPUC (w/o enc.)
Diablo Distribution

Enclosures

1165S/85K/DDS/1119
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PG&E Letter No. DCL-93-284

ENCLOSURE 1

PREVIOUSLY ACCEPTED EXCEPTIONS

DCPP Exce tions to RG 1.97 Previously Acce ted by the NRC

Variable

Effluent Radioactivity—
Noble Gas Effluent from
Condenser Air Removal
System Exhaust

Containment Effluent
Radioactivity —Noble
Gas from Steam Generator
Blowdown Tank Vent

Containment Effluent
Radioactivity —Noble
Gas from Steam Generator
Blowdown Tank Vent

Accumulator Tank
Pressure

Pressurizer Heater
Status

Noble Gas, Vent from
Steam Generator Safety
Relief Valves or
Atmospheric Dump Valves

(Note: DCPP uses main
steam line radiation
monitors for this
variable.

Reactor Coolant System
Soluble Boron
Concentration

Residual Heat Removal
Heat Exchanger Outlet
Tem erature

RG 1.97
Re uirement

10'o
10 yCi/cc

(Type C)

10 to
10'Ci/cc

TyeE
10 to
10'Ci/cc

Category 2
Instrumentation

0 to 750 psig

Input current

10'Ci/cc
minimum range

0 to 6000 ppm

40'F minimum
range

PG&E
Im lementation

10'o
3 yCi/cc

(10 to 10"

pCi/cc for the
common plant
vent.)

2xlO to
2xlO pCi/cc

Category 3
Instrumentation

0 to 700 psig

Input power
(0-600 kW)

2xlO yCi /cc
minimum range

0 to 5000 ppm

50'F minimum
range

Refer
ence'SER

31, App. B,
Sec. 3.3.2,
pp. B-6, B-7.

SSER 31, App. B,
Sec. 3.3.3,
p. B-6.

SSER 31, App. B,
Sec. 3.3.3,
p. B-6.

SSER 31, App. B,
Sec. 3.3.5,
p. B-5.

SSER 31, App. B,
Sec. 3.3.6,
p. B-5.

SSER 31, App. B,
Sec. 3.3.8,
p. B-8.

SSER 31, App. B,
Sec. 3.3.1,

B-7.

SSER 31, App. B,
Sec. 3.3.4,

B-6, B-5.

1165S/85K
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DCPP Exce tions to RG 1.97 Previously Acce ted by the NRC

Variable

Steam Generator Pressure

Steam Generator Wide
Range Level

Refueling Water Storage
Tank Level (identified
by DCPP as a Type A
variable)

Containment Effluent
Radioactivity

RG 1.97
Requirement

0 psig to 20%
above the lowest
safety valve
setting (0 to
1278 psig for
DCPP

From tube sheet
to separators

Recording of
instrumentation
readout
information for
at least one
redundant
channel

Effluent
radioactivity
may be expressed
in terms of
concentrations
of Xe-133
equivalents, in
terms of
concentrations'f any noble gas
nuclides, or in
terms of
integrated gamma
NeV per unit
time.

PGLE
Implementation

0 to 1200 psig

From 12 inches
above tube sheet
to se arators

None of the
three instrument
loops is
recorded

DCPP instrument
ranges are in
terms of CPN or
mR/hr, wi th
conversion
factors and
graphs that
allow easy
conversion.

Reference'SER

31, App. B,
Sec. 3.3.7,
pp. B-5, B-8.

NRC IR 88-02,
Sec. 3.3, p. 5.

NRC IR 88-02,
Sec. 3.8, p. 10.

NRC IR 88-02,
Sec. 3.16,
pp. 14-15.

1165S/85K 1-2
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DCPP Exce tions to RG 1.97 Previously Acce ted by the NRC

Variable

Status of Standby Power

RG 1.97
Re uirement

"Range" is
stated as "Plant
specific" in
Table 3 of the
RG; however, the
variable
description
calls for
measuring
"voltages,
currents,
pressures," and
"Direct
Neasurement" is
specified (by
Table 1 of the
RG) since this
is a Cat. 2
variable.

PGLE
Im lementation

480V and 4160V
bus voltages are
indicated on an
indicator scale
of 0 to 150;
actual voltage
is determined by
applying a
scaling factor
(4 for the 480V
bus, and 35 for
the 4160V bus).

Reference'RC

IR 88-02,
Sec. 3.17,
pp. 15-16.

Notes:

"SSER 31" is Supplement No. 31 (dated April 1985) to NUREG-0675, "Safety
Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant, Units 1 and 2."

2. "NRC IR 88-02" is NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/88-02 and 50-323/88-02,
transmitted via NRC (Nr. R. J. Pate) letter to PGLE (Nr. J. D. Shiffer), dated
April 27, 1988.

1165S/85K 1-3
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PG&E Letter No. DCL-93-284

ENCLOSURE 2

PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED EXCEPTIONS

2.1 Exce tion to RG 1.75

A. Technical Justification

Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.75 is titled "Physical Independence of Electric
Systems." RG 1.97 invokes this guide in its Table 1 ("Design and
gualification Criteria for Instrumentation" ) as part of the Category 1

requirements for redundancy, as follows:

"Redundant or diverse channels should be electrically
independent and physically separated from each other and
from equipment not classified important to safety in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.75, 'Physical
Independence of Electric Systems,'p to and including any
isolation device."

DCPP's design for electrical independence pre-dated issuance of RG 1.75;
therefore, PG&E is not committed, in general, to that RG (see "Licensing
Basis Considerations," following). An explicit statement to this effect
was added to the DCPP Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) Update, Sec.
8.3. 1.4. 1, in September 1990 (Revision 6).

DCPP's design bases for electrical independence are documented in Design
Criteria Memorandum (DCN) T-19, "Electrical Separation and Isolation."
As stated in DCN T-19, mutually redundant Class lE equipment, devices
and circuits are physically separated and electrically independent
from each other to meet the single failure criterion. This was an
acceptable design philosophy at the time DCPP's design was prepared.
In SECY-77-439, the NRC staff noted that "the Single Failure Criterion
has served well in its use as a licensing review tool to assure reliable
systems as one element of the defense in depth approach to reactor
safety." PG&E considers application of the single failure criterion for
mutually redundant equipment, devices and circuits to be acceptable.

DCPP's design for electrical independence is consistent with some
elements of RG 1.75 such as the use of separate rooms for redundant AC

and redundant DC systems, and the routing of mutually redundant Class 1E
circuits in separate conduits. PG&E's general practice of routing
Class 1E circuits in conduit (external from panels and electrical
equipment rooms) is more rigorous than RG 1.75 guidelines. There are
some specific instances documented in the DCPP FSAR Update where PG&E

has committed to the RG 1.75 guidelines. In addition, PG&E has
committed that new designs will conform with RG 1.75 guidelines where
feasible.

1165S/85K

Because DCPP relied heavily on existing plant circuits to implement
RG 1.97 requirements, and because of initial space limitations and the
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need to interface with the circuits in existing control boards, it was
not practical or appropriate to apply RG 1.75 practices to the wiring
added in response to RG 1.97.

B. Licensing Basis Considerations

Both Revisions 1 (dated January 1975) and 2 (dated September 1978) of
RG 1.75 clarified the NRC's intent that the RG was not applicable to
plants whose Construction Permit Safety Evaluation Reports were issued
prior to the initial (Revision 0) issuance of the RG in February 1974.
That is, RG 1.75 would not to be used as a basis for evaluating the
adequacy of the design of these plants. The Construction Permit Safety
Evaluation Reports for DCPP Units 1 and 2 (dated January 23, 1968, and
November 18, 1969, respectively) both significantly pre-dated the 1974
RG 1.75 initial issue date.

At both the December 18, 1991, and the November 19, 1992, meetings
between PG&E and NRC, this exception for RG 1.75, as justified above,
was discussed and understood. It was noted that this exception has been
granted to other plants of similar vintage to DCPP.

2.2 Exce tion for Accumulator Isolation Valve Position Cat. 2 to Cat. 3

RG 1.97 specifies that accumulator isolation valve position indication
be Category 2. However, these position switches installed at DCPP are
Category 3.

Based on review of the system, the existing installation is considered
acceptable. No post-accident safety function is performed by the
accumulator isolation valves. Credit is not taken for operation of
these valves in an accident scenario. Measures have been taken to
ensure the valves remain open and to prevent inadvertent closure during
and following an accident (power removed, in accordance with Technical
Specification Section 3.5. 1). Therefore, Category 2 position indication
for the valves is not necessary.

2.3 Exce tion for Pressurizer Level Recorder

Table 3 in R.G. 1.97 denotes pressurizer water level to be a Category 1

variable. The pressurizer level instrument loops at DCPP meet
Category 1 requirements except that the level recorder used to display
all three channels is Instrument Class II.

116 5S/85K

Each of the three channels is also recorded on the Emergency Response
Facility Data System (ERFDS) and the plant computer. Category 1

indication is provided for each of the three channels and is
continuously available to operators. The Class II recorder is isolated
from Class I circuits by means of qualified signal isolators. Based on
the above, the existing configuration is considered acceptable.

The existing configuration was examined during the NRC's 1988 inspection
of RG 1.97 implementation at DCPP, and no issues or concerns were
identified in the NRC inspection report (see Section 3. 14, pp. 13-14 of
the NRC Inspection Report). PG&E has identified this as an exception
simply to assure that this deviation from RG 1.97 is completely unambiguous.

2-2
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PGEE Letter No. DCL-93-284

ENCLOSURE 3

NEW EXCEPTIONS (PRESENTED AT ll/19/92 MEETING)

3. 1 Exce tion for Neteorolo Variable Dis la

R.G. 1.97 specifies that instrumentation for meteorology variables be
Type E, Category 3. However, the plant process computer is used as the
indicating device to display meteorological instrument signals and is
classified as Class II.
Display indication in the main control room is via the plant process
computer. The plant process computer is designed for high system
reliability, which is achieved by the use of full computer redundancy,
auto fail-over, and battery-backed power. Based on these design
features, the installed configuration meets, and in some aspects
exceeds, the requirements of RG 1.97 Category 3.

3.2 Exce tion for Containment Pressure Instrument Ran e Recordin

Containment pressure is identified as a Category 1 variable in RG 1.97,
with a display and recording range requirement extending from -5 psig to
three times design pressure (as applicable to DCPP). At DCPP, there are
two channels of Category 1 wide range (WR) containment pressure
instrumentation that display and record from 0 psig to 200 psig. (Note:
200 psig is over four times the DCPP containment design pressure.) In
addition, there are four Category 1 channels of normal r ange (NR)
instrumentation that provide continuous indication from -5 to 55 psig.
Finally, there is a seventh Class II channel'hat displays and records
the range from -5 to +5 psig. The deviation from RG 1.97, therefore, is
that there is no Category 1 recording in the'ange -5 to 0 psi g.

Category 1 recording is provided by the WR instrumentation for the
entire positive portion of the range, extending well above the maximum
specified by RG 1.97. This positive pressure range would be the primary
range of interest during and following an accident because the effect of
the accident would be to increase containment pressure. Further, for
the small negative portion of the range, there is redundant Category 1

indication and Class II recording. Because Category 1 recording is
provided for the accident pressure range and there is supplemental
recording for the small negative range, the existing installation is
considered to be acceptable.

1165S/85K 3-1
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PG Letter No. DCL-93-284

ENCLOSURE 4

SWITCHES USED AS ISOLATORS-
RCS TEMPERATURE SELECTOR SMITCH ON PDS PANEL

At the meeting between PG&E and NRC personnel on November 19, 1992, additional
information was requested regar ding the acceptability, with respect to signal
isolation, of the reactor coolant system (RCS) temperature selector switch on
the dedicated shutdown panel (the "PDS" panel). The following paragraphs
provide a description of the configuration, and a summary of the failure modes
and effects analysis (FNEA) that was performed to confirm the acceptability of
the switch as a signal isolation device.

The RCS temperature selector switch is a three-position switch that allows the
operator to select either RCS Loop 1 hot leg wide range (WR) temperature or
RCS Loop 1 cold leg WR temperature for display at an indicator on the PDS

panel. These two temperature signals are Type A, Category 1 in accordance
with RG 1.97, Table 3 (i.e., PGKE Instrument Class IBAl). The switch, the
PDS panel indicator and the indicator's associated signal conditioner are all
Instrument Class II. A simplified schematic of the switch is shown in
Figure 4-1.

Normally, the switch is always in the "calibrate" position. An escutcheon
immediately below the switch states: "LEAVE IN CALIBRATE POSITION WHEN NOT IN
USE — INFORM CONT. OP. BEFORE USING." Surveillance Test Procedure (STP) I-81B
("Calibration of Wide Range Temperature Channels," currently Rev. 10) is
performed at least once every 18 months (per Technical Specification 4.3.3.6),
and ensures that the switch remains in the "calibrate" position. Nanipulation
of the switch to either other position would break the signal path from the
respective temperature sensor to the control room (a fixed resistance circuit
is connected instead). This condition would be readily observed and
corrected. Thus the switch is never normally manipulated from the "calibrate"
position. Operating procedures only require manipulation of the switch for
temperature indication during remote shutdown of the reactor from outside the
control room.

In the "calibrate" position, the switch contacts isolate the IBA1 signals from
the Class II signal conditioner and indicator. PGLE has performed a FNEA to
confirm the acceptability of this switch as a signal isolation device. The
FLEA considered credible faults in the Class II portion of the circuit (open
circuit, short circuit, line-to-ground fault and high impressed voltage) and
concluded that these failures would have no impact on the Class IB portion of
the circuit, with the switch in the "calibrate" position. Significant factors
in the FLEA were the following:

~ The switch is a heavy-duty industrial switch (Electroswitch Series 24)
rated for a nominal 600 volts. The switch is listed by Underwriters
Laboratory.

1165S/85K 4-1
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~ The technical specifications published by the manufacturer for the switch
state that the switch has a dielectric withstand capability (between open
circuit contacts, and between closed contacts and non-current-carrying
parts) of 2200 VAC (volts, root-mean-square, alternating current) at 60 Hz
for one minute without arcing, breakdown of insulation, or other damage
(leakage current less than 100 micro-amperes). After all prescribed aging
tests, the withstand voltage is still 600 VAC. The highest voltages
supplied to the PDS panel are only 120 VAC and 125 VDC. PGEE's electrical
design criteria (documented in Design Criteria memoranda T-22, "Electrical
Cable, Termination and Raceway," and T-19, "Electrical Separation and
Isolation" ) assure that these supply cables remain clear of the proximity
of other power cables of significantly higher voltage. In addition, the
signal cables are separated from power cables. Thus, no credible failure
could result in an impressed voltage greater than only a fraction of the
design dielectric withstand capability for the switch.

~ The switch design has been seismically tested and qualified by the
manufacturer in accordance with Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) Standard 344-1975, "Recommended Practices for Seismic
gualification of Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations."
This qualification provides confidence that the switch would both retain
its structural integrity and remain in the "calibrate" position through a
seismic event. PGEE has also documented that this model switch is
environmentally qualified for the radiation environment in which it would
be required to function in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident. (This
switch would also be exposed to a harsh steam environment as a result of a
high energy line break (HELB) outside containment; i.e., a main steam or
main feedwater line break outside containment'for either Steam Generator 3
or 4. The switch is not qualified for that environment. However, PGKE has
determined that such qualification is not required, as discussed in
Enclosure 7, Section 7.3.) For ease of configuration control, PG&E has
elected to reclassify this switch as Class lE.

The only time that the IBA1 RCS temperature circuitry is connected directly to
the Class II PDS temperature signal conditioner and indicator is when the
switch is taken out of the "calibrate" position. Operationally, this would be
required only in the event that the reactor had to be shutdown remotely. This
is acceptable because the instrument loops are not required to fulfill post-
accident monitoring functions during a remote shutdown scenario.

Based on all of the above, the existing design for the RCS temperature
selector switch on the PDS panel is considered acceptable. A similar
rationale will be used to evaluate the acceptability of other manual
electrical-type switches isolating low voltages and currents as identified by
the RG 1.97 Review Project.

1165S/85K 4-2





FIGURE 4-1

Simp'Iified Schematic Diagram of
RCS Temperature Selector Switch on PDS Panel
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P Letter No. DCL-93-284

ENCLOSURE 5

CONFORMANCE CLARIFICATIONS

5.1 Position on ANSI ANS Standard 4.5-1980

ANSI/ANS Standard 4.5-1980, "Criteria for Accident Nonitoring Functions
in Light-Water-Cooled Reactors," preceded Revision 2 of RG 1.97 (dated
December 1980). The standard is endorsed in that version of the RG as
generally acceptable for providing instrumentation to monitor variables

for accident conditions subject to the following ..." Over 20 pages of
detailed text and tabular requirements follow this statement of
endorsement. Revision 2 of RG 1.97 was prescribed in NRC Generic Letter
82-33 (Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737). PGKE elected to comply with
Revision 3 of RG 1.97 (dated Nay 1983). Revision 3 of the RG similarly
endorsed ANSI/ANS Standard 4.5-1980.

There are two instances in RG 1.97 (Rev. 3) where consideration of the
ANSI standard is required:

(1) Table 1 of the RG, in the Category 1 requirements for Equipment
gualification (see p. 1.97-5, first column, second paragraph),
states: "Instrumentation whose ranges are required to extend
beyond those ranges calculated in the most severe design basis
accident event for a given variable should be qualified using the
guidance provided in paragraph 6.3.6 of ANS-4.5." That paragr aph
specifies a methodology for establishing an accident severity
envelope for Type C variables, for environmental qualification
purposes, and provides a footnote (footnote 3) for applying the
envelope.

The note states that the extension of associated Eg parameter
levels is: "... not justifiable and has therefore not been
required." Consequently, PG&E has concluded that the Eg
provisions of the ANSI standard are satisfactorily addressed by
the existing DCPP Eg program. No additional actions are required.

(2) Sec. 5.2 of the ANSI standard specifies the identification of the
following in order to determine performance requirements for
accident monitoring information display channels:

~ The range of the process variable.

~ The required accuracy of measurement.

~ The required response characteristics.

~ The time interval during which the measurement is needed.
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~ The local environment(s) in which the i)Formation display
channel components must operate.

~ Any requirement for rate or trend information.

~ Any requirements to group displays of related information.

~ Any required spatial distribution of sensors.

PG&E believes that these items have been adequately considered by
RG 1.97 implementation and that further specific review by our
RG 1.97 Review Project is not warranted.

PG&E has accepted the design criteria specified in RG 1.97 (Rev. 3) as
the requirements for post-accident monitoring instrumentation for DCPP

Units 1 and 2. PG&E feels that RG 1.97 is sufficient in terms of
completeness, scope, level of detail, and clarity such that additional
consider ation of ANSI/ANS Standard 4.5-1980 is not necessary.

5.2 Position on Historical Sub-Com onent A Documentation

The RG 1.97 Review Project compares the DCPP design with required
"attributes" from RG 1.97. These attributes include environmental
qualification, seismic qualification, electrical separation, etc.
Reviews for the "quality assurance" attribute from the RG have
identified some electrical sub-components that lack complete
documentation; i.e., sub-components that were purchased without a "g" on
the purchase order. Examples include electrical resistors and switches,
although other types exist.

PG&E believes these devices are acceptable based on several
considerations:

~ The sub-components are characteristically simple items (resistors,
switches) that are rugged and have demonstrated a high level of
reliability in the nuclear and other industries.

~ In many instances, investigations (through bill of materials) have
established traceability for items that were originally part of
Class lE (safety-related) assemblies.

~ In some instances, PG&E procured identical items for use in Class lE
and Class II applications. Thus, the same high quality item would be
used for either application. PG&E's cur rent policy is to procure
items to the "highest" quality level used in the plant. Thus, if an
item is used in a quality-related application, that item will be
procured and stocked only as a quality-related item.

~ Functional adequacy of the item was and continues to be confirmed
thr ough testing programs such as post-installation functional
testing, on-going surveillance testing, post-modification testing,
and post-maintenance testing.

~ The RG 1.97 project reviews have confirmed the other required
attributes for these sub-components (i.e., beyond the gA attribute)
to be acceptable. For example, seismic qualification is established
where the sub-component is part of a RG 1.97 Category 1 instrument
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loop; El} is established where the sub-component is located in a harsh
environment and is part of a Category 1 or 2 instrument loop.

Note that documentation requirements applied to commercial grade
dedication have increased significantly over the past few years. Our
current design change and replacement parts evaluation processes
require documentation for replacement items.

Based on the above, PGIIE believes that further extensive review for
historical gA documentation for these sub-component parts is not
warranted.
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P c Letter No. DCL-93-284

ENCLOSURE 6

FINAL RG 1.97 REVIEW PROJECT EXCEPTION ITENS

6.1 Exce tion for Electrical Se aration after Modification to SG WR Level

The NRC identified in their 1988 inspection of Regulatory Guide (RG)
1.97 implementation at Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) (Inspection
Report No. 88-02, transmitted to PG&E by letter dated April 27, 1988)
that "the Wide Range Steam Generator Level instrumentation did not meet
the redundancy criteria [in RG 1.97] in that all four of the Wide Range
Steam Generator Level instruments were powered from one power supply."
This was identified as a deviation.

PG&E's initial response to the inspection report (Letter DCL-88-141,
dated Nay 27, 1988) stated PG&E's position that the combination of steam
generator (SG) narrow range level, SG wide range level, and auxiliary
feedwater flow provides sufficient diver se indication for monitoring the
DCPP secondary heat sink, and therefore satisfies RG 1.97 requirements.

PG&E submitted Letter DCL-92-031 (dated February 7, 1992) to the NRC

following a December 18, 1991, meeting at the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation offices .in Rockvi lie, Naryland, at which this deviation and
other RG 1.97 implementation issues were discussed. Letter DCL-92-031
reiterated PG&E's position regarding diverse indication, but committed
to modify the design such that two of the four SG wide range level
instrument loops will be powered from a separate vital instrument AC

power source. Specifically, PG&E committed to transfer the power supply
for SG wide range loops 3 and 4 from Instrument AC Channel IV to
Instrument AC Channel III. This new design will preclude any single
failure in power supplies from affecting more than two SG wide range
level measurements.

However, the new design will not change the instrument signal path
routing. That is, the signal wiring for all four SG wide range level
instrument loops will remain routed as it currently is, even though full
conformance with the RG 1.97 Category 1 redundancy criteria would
require that the signal paths for the re-powered SG wide range loops
3 and 4 be physically separated from the signal paths for SG wide range
loops 1 and 2. Thus, Letter DCL-92-031 points out that: "While this
approach is not in strict compliance with the specific RG 1.97
requirements ..., the intent of the regulatory guidance is met."

The enclosure to Letter DCL-92-031 documents the technical basis for the
acceptability of this exception. The technical basis comprises:

(1) an evaluation of potential failure modes and their effects (see
discussion beginning on p. 4 of the enclosure to Letter
DCL-92-031) and
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(2) the diversity of instrumentation rationale (i.e., the diversity of
instrumentation in place for monitoring the availability of the
secondary heat sink) described in detail in the enclosure to
PG&E's earlier Letter DCL-88-141 to the NRC.

NRC Inspection Report 92-30 indicated that PG&E's resolution for this
issue had been accepted. The report acknowledged that the resolution
included deviations from RG 1.97, and that such deviations had been
adequately justified. PG&E is explicitly documenting this exception in
this submittal for the sake of completeness. PG&E believes that the
technical basis for this exception is sound and reasonable, and requests
NRC acceptance.

PG&E Letter DCL-92-031 also identified PG&E's long-term intention to
replace the process control racks, as follows:

"Following the EAGLE 21 Protection System upgrade in the
sixth refueling outages, the process control racks
eventually will be changed out and replaced with an improved
system. This new system will incorporate redundant
electrical power supplies to all control racks. Field
wiring will not be modified. All changes will be within the
control racks. The wide range SG level modification
discussed in this submittal [DCL-92-031] will be removed
when the control system is upgraded."

PG&E intended to convey that future upgrades to the control system would
include a redundant control grade power supply, such as provided with
the Digital Feedwater Control System upgrade previously implemented at
DCPP. Such a redundant power supply effectively provides a second power
source to all control channels, including post-accident monitoring
channels derived from control signals. Thus, in the case of SG wide
range level, should a single power supply fail, ALL the wide range
channels would still be available, rather than the'wo that would remain
available after the current design change is implemented.

Proceeding with this long-term enhancement is an economic decision. The
benefits to be derived from the enhancement do not currently justify the
associated costs, and such replacement is not planned for the
foreseeable future. If the benefits are eventually deemed to justify
the associated costs, our assessment may change.

6.2 Exce tion for Cate or 3 Recordin of Cate or 2 NSL Radiation Monitors

Nonitoring for post'ulated releases of radioactive materials from the
steam generator safety relief valves or the atmospheric dump valves is
accomplished at DCPP by main steam line radiation monitors. This
variable is designated as Type E, Category 2 in RG 1.97, Revision 3,
Table 3. PG&E's RG 1.97 Review Project has verified that the installed
instrumentation meets the requirements for Category 2 variables, with
the exception that the recording of this variable is performed on a
multi-channel Category 3 recorder.

The recorder is considered to be Category 3 because it receives multiple
inputs from other radiation monitors and, therefore, cannot be
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demonstrated to meet the Category 2 interface requirements specified in
Table 1 of RG 1.97. No other Category 1 or 2 variables provide input to
this recorder. The main steam line radiation monitoring instrumentation
loops are isolated from the recorder so that any postulated faults
occurring in the recorder could not propagate to the Category 2

instrumentation. The recorder is powered from a vital power supply and
is isolated from the power supply by a fuse. The recorder is located in
the control room in a seismically qualified rack (note that seismic
qualification is not required for either RG 1.97 Categories 2 or 3).

The control room indication for main steam line radiation meets RG 1.97
Category 2 requirements and would be unaffected by postulated failures
of the Category 3 recorder. Thus, in the event the Category 3 recorder
is unavailable, the control room indication of main steam line radiation
could be used in lieu of the recorder. The Category 2 indicators and
the Category 3 recorder are located in close proximity to each other in
the control room.

Each main steam line radiation monitoring instrumentation loop provides
control room alarm and annunciation of high radiation and instrument
failure. This alerts the operator to abnormal conditions. These alarms
are independent of and unaffected by the Category 3 recorder.
Additional recording capability of main steam line radiation is provided
by the Emergency Response Facility Data System (ERFDS) and the Emergency
Assessment and Response System (EARS). (ERFDS and EARS are not Design
Class I systems, but are nevertheless designed to be highly reliable and
to be used to monitor the course of a postulated accident.)

The channel availability requirements for the main steam line radiation
monitors are controlled by the operability requirements of Technical
Specification Table 3.3-10 ("Accident Nonitoring Instrumentation" ). The
main steam line radiation monitoring instrumentation is subject to
periodic surveillance test procedures and the recorder is maintained in
accordance with DCPP maintenance procedures.

PGLE believes the installed configuration is acceptable, and requests
NRC acceptance.

6.3 Exce tion for Steam Generator Pressure Recordin

1165S/85K

As a result of PGKE's recent review of Type A variables, as discussed in
Enclosure 7, Section 7.2, PGKE has chosen to designate steam generator
pressure as a RG 1.97 Type A, Category 1 variable. Previously, steam
generator pressure was a Type D, Category 2 variable. The new
Category 1 designation invokes more stringent requirements, which this
variable meets with the exception of "Recording of instrumentation
readout information should be provided for at least one redundant
channel." Contrary to this requirement, PGKE does not have a Category 1

recorder for steam generator pressure at DCPP.

PGKE believes that this exception is acceptable because steam generator
pressure does not provide useful trend information. Further, because
this variable is input to the plant process computer and ERFDS, trending
could be performed notwithstanding the lack of a dedicated Category 1

recorder. (ERFDS is not a Design Class I system, but is nevertheless
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designed to be highly reliable and to be used to monitor the course of a

postulated accident. As described in Enclosure 3, Section 3. 1, the
plant computer has various features that enhance its reliability.)

PGKE requests NRC acceptance of this exception.

6.4 Exce tion for Post-Modification Desi n of Containment Isolation Valve
"White Li ht" Position Nonitorin S stem

Enclosure 8 provides an overview of the design modification that PG&E

will implement to upgrade the containment isolation valve "white light"
position monitoring system. Following the design upgrade, there will be
one exception from RG 1.97, which PGKE believes is reasonable and
technically justified.

RG 1.97 invokes Category 1 criteria for containment isolation valve
position indication. This includes the requirement that redundant
indication be provided on a per-penetration basis. The existing design
does not provide for inboard/outboard valve position signal separation
within Panel BTH110 and the BTH110 Extension Panel, between the BTH110
panels and the white light boxes B and D in the control room, within the
white light boxes, or for the test switches associated with the white
light monitoring system.

The new design will provide for adequate separation within the BTH110
panels; however, the separation design will not be enhanced beyond the
point where the signals exit the BTH110 panels (i.e., en route to and
within the control room). PGLE will perform a failure modes and effects
analysis (FLEA) to demonstrate that this design is acceptable; i.e.,
that there is a very low risk of failure of redundant containment
isolation valve white light position indicators for credible failure
modes, despite the lack of separation. We believe that the FLEA will be
successful for the following reasons:

(1) Only low voltage signals (24 VAC) are involved and appropriately
coordinated fusing assures no credible failures can propagate to
other redundant lights. (This is true except in the case of a
control room fire; however, the system, including the control
room, in not required in that situation. Other potential failure
mechanisms are noted below.)

(2) The BTH110 panels, the white light boxes, the test switches, and
all of the interconnecting cable/wiving are located in mild
environments (cable spreading room and control room).

(3) Extensive seismic adequacy reviews were performed as part of the
operability evaluation performed when the issues with this system
were first identified (Operability Evaluation No. 91-13). Seismic
qualification files were established (or existing files were
revised) for some of the affected equipment, e.g., Panel BTH110
and the white light boxes, and will be completed for any other
required equipment as part of this upgrade.
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(4) The new design will add a second Class lE power supply for this
system. The introduction of the second power supply will assure
single failure tolerance with respect to loss of a power supply.

PGIIE requests NRC acceptance of this exception.
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PG Letter No. DCL-93-284

ENCLOSURE 7

ADDITIONAL CLARIFICATIONS

7. 1 Clarification for Neutron Flux Dis la Location

Section 6.2 of NRC Generic Letter No. 82-33 (entitled "Supplement 1 to
NUREG-0737 —Requirements for Emergency Response Capability" ) required
licensees to submit a report describing how they comply with RG 1.97.
Various information, including "location of display," was requested for
each RG 1.97 Type A, B, C, D and E variable. The Generic Letter
suggested the use of a table to present the information,

In submittals dated September 9, 1983 (for DCPP Unit 1)," September 4,
1984 (also for Unit 1), and January 25, 1985 (for DCPP Unit 2), PG&E

indicated that indication of neutron flux (a Type B, Category 1 variable
per Table 3 in RG 1.97, Revision 3) would be available in the DCPP

Technical Support Center (TSC) and Emergency Operations Facility (EOF).
Until changed in September 1988, the RG 1.97 summary of compliance table
in the DCPP FSAR Update (Table 7.5-6) also indicated that this
Category 1 variable (for both Units) would be available in the TSC and
EOF.

The'nstrumentation that provides the RG 1.97 Category 1 neutron flux
measurement at DCPP is the post-accident neutron flux monitor. The
post-accident neutron flux monitor comprises two redundant channels of
instrumentation, and provides neutron flux level information to the
control room and the remote shutdown panel. However, these signals are
not provided as input to the Emergency Response Facility Data System
(ERFDS). Therefore, indication of Category 1 neutron flux is not
available in the TSC or EOF. (Twelve channels —four each for the
source, intermediate and power ranges —from the ex-core nuclear
instrumentation system are provided as inputs to the ERFDS. This is
safety-related instrumentation that is used by the plant protection
system. However, this instrumentation is not environmentally qualified
and, therefore, may not be available for post-accident monitoring use.)

This condition is not a deviation from RG 1.97; however, it is contrary
to RG 1.97 implementation that PG&E described in the three submittals
identified above.

Additionally, it is evident that NRC inspectors relied on the display
, location information contained in one of, the above-listed submittals in
their June 1985 special appraisal of the DCPP. emergency response
facilities (ERFs). The report for that appraisal (Report No.
50-275/85-24, transmitted to PG&E by NRC letter dated August 14, 1985)
states:

1165S/85K

"A review was conducted of the licensee's submittal on
Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 3, variable status and the
two systems mentioned above [ERFDS and the Emergency
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Assessment and Response System (EARS)]. From this review it
was determined that the variables available would reasonably
support the operation of the ERFs during the range of
anticipated emergencies at the plant. The licensee had
compiled a matrix showing instrument and range required, the
plant instrumentation proposing to meet the requirement, and
the instrument read out locations."

PG&E believes that the installed configuration is acceptable, with
respect to both RG 1.97 implementation and ERF capability, for the
following reasons:

~ The installed configuration conforms to RG 1.97, Revision 3.

~ Sufficient other information would be available in the ERFs-
including emergency borate flow, charging pump discharge header
flow, reactor coolant system boron concentration, and control rod
bottom indication —to indicate that the core remains subcritical
during and following an accident.

~ Reliable (environmentally qualified) and redundant neutron flux
indication would be available in the control room via the post-
accident neutron flux monitor.

~ PG&E is installing a seismically qualified neutron flux recorder
on post-accident monitoring panel PAN-I in each of the DCPP
control rooms (as committed in PG&E Letter DCL-92-031 to the NRC

dated February 7, 1992). These recorders will be operational
following the sixth refueling outage for each Unit.

7.2 Clarification for Neutron Flux Variable "T e" Desi nation

Neutron flux is designated as a Type B variable in RG 1.97, Table 3.
However, in previous submittals to the NRC (PG&E Letters DCL-84-298,
dated September 4, 1984, and DCL-85-024, dated January 25, 1985), PG&E

identified neutron flux as a Type A variable. Based on PG&E's
submittals, EG&G Idaho, Inc., then identified this variable as Type A in
their Technical Evaluation Report, "Conformance to Regulatory Guide
1.97," which was included as Appendix B of Supplement 31 of the DCPP

Safety Evaluation Report ("SSER 31"), dated April 1985. Inclusion in
two PG&E submittals to the NRC and an SSER thus established neutron flux
as a Type A variable for DCPP.

The RG 1.97 Review Project identified that the PG&E-internal
documentation for the type designation of this variable is inconsistent.
It is denoted as Type A in the applicable Design Criteria Memorandum,
DCN T-34, "Post-Accident Nonitoring Instrumentation" (Revision 0); but
denoted as Type B in the applicable instrument schematics. The
applicable table in the DCPP FSAR Update (Table 7.5-6, "Summary of
Compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 3") does not identify which
variables are Type A.

Note that there is no practical significance to this internal
inconsistency. It is the category designation, rather than the type
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designation, that determines the design and qualification requirements
that a vari able must satisfy. RG 1.97 imposes Category 1 requirements
(the most stringent) for this variable in either case.

The RG 1.97 Review Project, in conjunction with the plant operating
staff, reviewed DCPP's entire list of designated Type A variables. That
review determined that neutron flux should appropriately not be
designated as a Type A vari able. That is, this variable does not
"provide the primary information required to permit the control room
operator to take specific manually controlled actions for which no
automatic control is provided and that are required for safety systems
to accomplish their safety functions for design basis accident events."
(This is the definition of a Type A variable contained in RG 1.97.)

The purpose of this clarification therefore is to notify the NRC that
this is not a Type A variable for DCPP. PGKE is revising the various
internal documentation to consistently denote this as a Type B,
Category 1 variable.

The Type A review discussed above also identified other variables that
PGKE believes should be designated as Type A, but that previously were
not. Combining these newly designated Type A variables with the
previous list of Type A variables (i.e., the list identified in PGSE

Letters DCL-84-298 and DCL-85-024, and in SSER 31; except neutron flux),
results in the following complete list of DCPP Type A variables:

Containment Pressure (normal range)
Reactor Coolant Outlet Temperature —T„„(Wide Range)
Reactor Coolant Inlet Temperature —T...„(Wide Range)
Reactor Coolant Pressure —Wide Range
Pressurizer Water Level
Steam Line Pressure
Steam Generator Water Level —Narrow Range
Steam Generator Water Level —Wide Range
Refueling Water Storage Tank Water Level
Containment Reactor Cavity Sump Level —Wide Range
Containment Recirculation Sump Level —Narrow Range
Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rate
In Core Thermocouples
Condensate Storage Tank Level

Note that these variable names, as applicable, are as they appear in
Table 3.3-10 of the DCPP Technical Specifications (through Amendments 84
(Unit 1) and 83 (Unit 2)). The variable names may differ slightly from
the exact names used in RG 1.97 or in the PG&E submittals cited above.
For example, RG 1.97 uses the name "Core Exit Temperature," whereas this
variable is named "In Core Thermocouples" in the TS table. Also, "Steam
Generator Pressure" (from RG 1.97) is 'identified as "Steam Line
Pressure" in the TS table. Note also that there are cer tain exceptions
associated with some of these variables; see Enclosures 1, 2, 3, and 6.

Finally, for clarity, PGLE will revise Table 7.5-,6 in the FSAR Update so
that the table does identify which variables are Type A. The above
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listed variables will be so identified in the table, and neutron flux
will not.

7.3 Clarification for E of RCS Tem eratur e Selector Switch on the PDS Panel

Enclosure 4 of this submittal provides information pertaining to the
acceptability of signal isolation provided by the reactor coolant system
(RCS) temperature selector switch on the dedicated shutdown panel (the
"PDS" panel). The information includes a description of the
configuration and a summary of the failure modes and effects analysis
(FLEA) that was performed to confirm the acceptability of the switch as
a signal isolation device.

One point of clarification was determined to be appropriate as a result
of the reviews that were performed for this switch. The PDS panel and
the switch are located in an area of the plant outside of containment
that is:
~ subject to a harsh radiation environment as a result of a

postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA); and also

~ subject to a harsh steam temperature and pressur e environment as a
result of a postulated high energy line break (HELB) in the main
steam and feedwater lines outside containment that serve Steam
Generators 3 and 4.

As discussed in Enclosure 4, the Eg File for this switch establishes its
environmental qualification for the harsh radiation environment caused
by a LOCA. The Eg File does not, however, qualify the switch for the
steam environment caused by the postulated HELB. Because the signal
paths for RCS Loop 1 wide range hot and cold leg temperature indication,
TQQ7(QQ) and Tg0gp~~> pass through thi s swi tch, thi s Loop 1 indi cat i on
could be adversely affected as a result of this accident. (Note that,
even though Eg is not documented for the HELB environment, the switch is
enclosed inside the PDS panel which provides a degree of protection from
the HELB conditions.)

This condition is not considered to be a deviation from RG 1.97, because
sufficient loops are provided for this variable to satisfy the
Category 1 redundancy requirements despite the possibility of errant
Loop 1 indication after the postulated HELB outside containment. The

TQ07(QQ) and Tg0gp(~) indi cati on from the three other l oops woul d rema in
available; this exceeds the minimum number ("one channel per loop in two
loops" ) required by the DCPP Technical Specifications (Table 3.3-10).
Even considering a worst-case single failure, which would be a power
supply failure that could deenergize T»~,~> and Tg0gpiyyg> indication for
Loops 3 and 4, there would still be indication available from one
unaffected loop.

To assist the operators, PGIWE will revise the applicable emergency
procedure(s) to note the possibility of anomalous RCS Loop 1 wide range
temperature indication following a HELB in the main steam and feedwater
lines outside containment that serve Steam Generators 3 and 4.
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PG Letter No. DCL-93-284

ENCLOSURE 8

OVERVIEW OF DESIGN UPGRADE FOR CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE
'WHITE LIGHT" POSITION MONITORING SYSTEM

8. 1 INTRODUCTION/PURPOSE

In the presentation on December 18, 1991, PG&E committed to upgrade the
containment isolation valve "white light" position monitoring system to
meet RG 1.97 functional requirements, but also noted that exceptions may
be requested. That presentation indicated that the design upgrades
would be implemented by December 1995 (1R7) and Nay 1996 (2R7). PG&E

has completed the identification and evaluation of various design
alternatives for this upgrade (consistent with meeting the 1R7/2R7
schedule), and discussed the selected alternative, and associated
exception, with NRR personnel via telephone on December 1, 1993. The
result of that discussion was mutual agreement that this was a
reasonable and acceptable approach for resolving the issues associated
with this system.

The specific exception from RG 1.97 that will exist after the design
modification is implemented is provided in Enclosure 6, Section 6.4.
The purpose of this enclosure is to provide an overview of the design
modification. This will be accomplished (in Section 8.4) by describing
both the existing design and the post-modification design for each part
of the system. (Figures 8-1 and 8-2 depict the principal parts of the
system, before and after the modification.)

First, however, in Section 8.2, is a description of what constitutes a
"containment isolation valve" for purposes of conforming with RG 1.97.
(Only the valves that are considered to be RG 1.97 containment isolation
valves will be provided with position monitoring instrumentation that
meets RG 1.97 Category 1 criteria.) We also provide in Section 8.3 a
brief overview of the current and post-modification operation of this
system.

The design change described in this enclosure has not completed the DCPP

formal design change process. Consequently, there may be minor
differences between the eventual approved new design and what is
described herein. PG&E will apprise the NRC if any such changes
substantively affect the exception that PG&E has identified in
Enclosure 6, Section 6.4.

8. 2 DEFINITION OF RG 1. 97 CONTAINNENT- ISOLATION VALVE

1165S/85K

PG&E considers the RG 1.97 containment isolation valves to be only those
automatic valves that reposition on receipt of a Phase A, Phase B, or a
Containment Ventilation Isolation signal. ,The Phase A signal isolates
all non-essential process lines. The Phase B signal isolates all
process lines except safety injection, containment spray, auxiliary
feedwater, and the containment fan cooler component cooling water
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system. The Containment Ventilation Isolation signal isolates
penetrations connecting the containment atmosphere to the environment.
For redundancy, there are two trains (A and B) for each of these
signals.

The above definition for RG 1.97 containment isolation valves excludes:

Valves associated with closed systems within containment. This
includes feedwater isolation, main steam isolation, and steam
generator blowdown valves.

Valves associated with safety system operation (e.g., emergency
core cooling system valves). In general, some other parameter is
available to the, operator to indicate, indirectly, what the
position of these valves is; for example, flow rate indication or
pump motor current.

~ Valves that are normally closed and that are either not power-
operated or are administratively controlled to assure that they
remain closed.

After the modification, the white light position monitoring system will
provide RG 1.97 Category 1 position indication for each containment
isolation valve satisfying the above definition (the Category 1 criteria
will be satisfied except as noted in Enclosure 6, Section 6.4.)

Note that the Category 1 redundancy criterion will be applied within the
above definition, and on a per-penetration basis. This means, for
example, in the case where one side of the penetration has a valve
meeting the above definition and the other side has a valve or valves
that do not, there will not be redundant RG 1.97 Category 1 indication
for that penetration (only the valve meeting the definition will have
RG 1.97 Category 1 position indication). Check valves will not have
RG 1.97 position indication.

8. 3 SYSTEM OPERATION OVERVIEW

8.3. 1 Existin Desi n

Table 3 in RG 1.97 designates "Containment Isolation Valve
Position (excluding check valves)" as a Type B, Category 1

variable. Currently, this function (i.e., indication of whether
these valves are "closed" or "not closed" ) is accomplished by a
combination of the white light position monitoring system, and the
"red/green light" position monitoring system. The necessity to
make combined use of these two systems was a result of the
operability evaluation (Operability Evaluation No. 91-13)
performed when the issues with this variable were first
identified. A brief description of each system is as follows:

A. Current White Light Position Nonitoring System

The white light position monitoring system indicates on four
"white light boxes," designated A, B, C and D, on Vertical
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Board 1 (VB1) in the control room. Each white light box
presents a matrix of white, postage-stamp-size indicators,
with the name of the corresponding valve engraved thereon.
Only the B and D boxes display, position -information for
RG 1.97 containment isolation valves (as defined in
Section 8.2 above). In normal operation (no containment
isolation signal), the B and D boxes are dark, and their
associated "power on" lamps (located above each box) are
energized. Receipt of a containment isolation signal
(either Phase A, Phase B, or Containment Ventilation
Isolation) results, after a 20-second delay, in illumination
of a red light indicating which signal was received, and
illumination of the white postage stamp indicators
indicating which containment isolation valves (if any)
should have closed but did not. (Or, alternately, remaininglit white postage stamp indicators may indicate that only
"half" of the containment isolation signal was received;
i.e., Train A or Train B, but not both.) A lit white
postage stamp indicator indicates only that the valve is not
fully closed; it provides no information of the intermediate
position of the valve.

B. Current Red/Green Light Position Nonitoring System

The red/green light valve position monitoring system is
utilized by operators to verify valve position during normal
plant oper ations, and to supplement the white light
indicators during post-accident mitigation and recovery
operations. At least one of the redundant two valve pair
lights within the system is powered from a different
Class 1E power source than the white light position
monitoring system. The red/green light signals typically
originate from position switches on each containment
isolation valve. The signal paths are routed via cable,
conduit/cable trays, terminal blocks, and relay cabinets to
the main control room to provide red/green light indication
of the valve position. The red/green lights are typically
located immediately adjacent to each of the valve control
switches on the control board.

Procedures require that the operators verify containment
isolation valve position with the red/green light indicators
in the event that the white light indicators should fail due
to a loss of power.

8.3.2 Post-Nodification Desi n

System operation following the modification will be different from
that described above in the following respects:

Reliance on the red/green light valve position monitoring
system to demonstrate conformance with RG 1.97 will no
longer be required. The containment isolation valve white
light position monitoring system will, by itself, satisfy
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the RG 1.97 Category 1 criteria for the valves defined to be
RG 1.97 containment isolation valves (per Section 8.2),
except for the separation configuration discussed in
Enclosure 6, Section 6.4.

~ There will no longer be the ambiguity associated with
receiving only a Train A or Train B signal, but not both.
(New red lights will allow the operator to determine whether
only the Train A or Train B signal was actuated.)

8.4 DESCRIPTION OF DESIGN MODIFICATION

The following sections provide an overview of the changes that will be
made to the containment isolation valve white light position monitoring
system. The discussion is organized such that both the existing design
and the post-modification design for each part of the system are
discussed. (Figures 8-1 and 8-2 depict the principal parts of the
system, before and after the modification.)

It is emphasized that this design modification affects only the position
indication function for the defined RG 1.97 containment isolation
valves. No changes will be made to:

~ The list of valves that are commanded to close on a Phase A,
Phase B or Containment Ventilation Isolation signal.

~ The logic or circuitry that produces the Phase A, Phase B, or
Containment Ventilation Isolation signal.

~ The circuitry associated with the actual physical repositioning of
the valves.

It is also noted that corresponding physical and software changes will
be required to the DCPP Simulator as a result of this design
modification.

8.4. 1 "Field" Devices and Wirin

A. Existing Design

,The RG 1.97 containment isolation valves are instrumented
with position switches to provide indication of whether the
valves are closed or not closed. The signals from these
position switches are routed via cable in conduit/cable
trays to the logic cabinet (Panel BTH110) in the cable
spreading room. Some of this routing is accomplished via
Class II cable and cable trays; however, in such cases, PG&E

has confirmed both the seismic adequacy of the cable trays
and associated supports, and the environmental qualification
of the cable (where the cable is in a harsh environment).

PG3E has also reviewed the inboard/outboard valve position
signal separation of this field wiring. The separation was
confirmed to be adequate for the existing design. However,
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B.

the review identified one instance where the separation
would be adversely affected by the introduction of the
second, redundant power supply (discussed'in Section 8.4.5).
That is, there is one case where the cable for an inboard
containment isolation valve position signal is in the same
conduit as the cable for an outboard containment isolation
valve position (not associated with valves for the same
containment penetration), such that the redundant power
supplies could potentially be adversely affected by a single
failure in that length of conduit.

Post-Modification Design

The design modification will change the cable routing for
the one instance described above. Consequently,
inboard/outboard valve position signal separation will be
assured for all the field wiring associated with the
containment isolation valve white light position monitoring
system.

The new design will also upgrade the classification of the
Class II cable and cable trays mentioned above to Class 1E.

8.4.2 Lo ic Cabinets Panel BTH110 and BTH110 Extension Panel

A.

B.

Existing Design

The field wiring converges at Panel BTH110. This panel, in
conjunction with the adjacent BTH110 Extension Panel,
contains the logic that drives the white light boxes located
in VB1 in the control room. In the existing design,
inboard/outboard valve position signal separation is not
maintained within the BTH110 panels, and only one power
supply is provided.

Post-Modification Design

The modification will replace the BTH110 Extension Panel
with a larger enclosure; provide a separate, redundant
Class lE power supply (see discussion in Section 8.4.5
below); and provide acceptable inboard/outboard valve
position signal separation within both BTH110 and the
BTH110 Extension Panel. Thus, the modification will result
in adequate separation until the point where the signal
paths leave the BTH110 panels en route to the main control
room.

8.4.3 Wirin Between Lo ic Cabinets and White Li ht Boxes

1165S/85K

A. Existing Design

Inboard/outboard valve position signal separation is
currently not maintained in the signal paths between the
BTH110 panels and the white light boxes in the control room.
The design uses pre-fabricated multi-conductor cables with
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the individual conductors for each cable carrying a mix of
inboard and outboard valve position signals.

B. Post-Nodification Design

The new design will not enhance the separation in the signal
paths between the BTH110 panels and the white light boxes in
the control room. PG&E will perform a failure modes and
effects analysis (FNEA) to demonstrate that this design is
acceptable; i.e., that there is a very low risk of the
failure of'redundant containment isolation valve white light
position indication for credible failure modes, despite the
lack of separation.

PGKE has identified this lack of 'inboard/outboard valve
position signal separation in the signal paths downstream
from the BTH110 panels, which will remain following the
design upgrade, as an exception from RG 1.97 (see
Enclosure 6, Section 6.4).

Note also that the addition of new "power on" lights and new
red lights (to distinguish between the Train A and Train B

isolation signals) above white light boxes B and D will
require additional conductors from the BTH110 panels to the
control room.

8.4.4 White Li ht Boxes

A.

B.

Existing Design

As described previously in Section 8.3. 1.A, only white light
boxes B and D provide position indication for the RG 1.97
containment isolation valves. In the existing design,
inboard/outboard valve position signal separation is not
maintained within these white light boxes.

Post-Nodification Design

As discussed in Section 8.4.3 above, the new design will not
upgrade the separation in the signal paths downstream from
the BTH110 panels, including the separation within white
light boxes B and D. A FNEA will be performed to
demonstrate the acceptability of the design. This is part
of the exception from RG 1.97 identified in Enclosure 6,
Section 6.4.

Note, however, that the design modification will result in
the following changes to white light boxes B and D:

~ A new "power on" light will be added above both boxes
to indicate the availability of the additional
redundant power supply.
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~ New red lights will be added above both boxes such
that the operator will be able to distinguish whether
the Train A or Train B (or both) signals were actuated
for Phase A, Phase B, and/or Containment Ventilation
Isolation.

Su lies

A.

B.

Existing Design

Currently, the containment isolation valve white light
position monitoring system is powered from a single Class lE
supply.

Post-Nodification Design

The new design include a second, redundant Class 1E supply.
Indication for inboard containment valves will be powered
from one of the supplies, and indication for outboard valves
will be powered from the other supply. Thus, after the
modification, the white light system will b'e single failure
tolerant with respect to loss of a power supply.

8.4.6 SSPS Interfaces

A.

B.

Existing Design

The existing design provides for train separation from the
Solid State Protection System (SSPS) to the BTH110 panels,
and is acceptable. This routing is accomplished via Class
II raceways for which PG3E has confirmed seismic adequacy.

Post-Nodification Design

The introduction of the second, redundant power supply would
adversely affect the existing adequacy of the separation
between the SSPS and the BTH110 panels. (Three instances of
shared raceway or conduit have been identified for Unit 1;
two instances have been identified for Unit 2.) The new
design will provide for rerouting of signal paths, as
necessary, to assure adequate separation in this area. In
addition, train separation will be assured within the BTH110
panels.

8.4.7 Test Switches

A. Existing Design

The existing design includes test switches that allow for
testing overall circuit function and verifying that the
individual lamps in the white light boxes are operable.
These test switches are located in VBl (i.e., the same panel
as the white light boxes). Separation is not maintained for
the wiring associated with these switches.
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B. Post-Nodification Design

The new design (which includes the addition of one new test
switch) will enhance the separation design of the test
scheme. Any instances where adequate separation cannot be
maintained within the test scheme will be addressed in the
FNEA discussed in Section 8.4.3 B. above.

8. 5 DESIGN INPLENENTATION
I,

As discussed at the meeting between PGKE representatives and NRR on
December 18, 1991, PGKE still intends to implement this design upgrade
during 1R7 (December 1995) and 2R7 (Nay 1996) for DCPP Units 1 and 2,
respectively.
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FIGURE 8-1

Simp1ified Diagram of Existing
Containment Iso1ation Va1ve 'White Light Position Nonitoring System
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FIGURE 8-2

Simplified Diagram of Post-Modification
Containment Isolation Valve "Mhite Light Position Nonitoring System
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